SAFETY

OVER SPEED DASHBOARD
EROAD Over Speed Dashboard makes
monitoring speed across your fleet easy, showing
events and trends at vehicle, driver and fleet
level, helping you improve safety, reduce costs,
and minimize liability.
Accelerate safety
Speeding can affect the severity of a crash, your CSA
score, profitability, and driver retention.
Greater transparency around driver speeds allows
you to better manage risks and improve safety and
performance across your fleet.
EROAD’s Over Speed Dashboard provides a record
of vehicle speeding events that exceed posted
speed limits. The dashboard presents an overview
of speeding behavior across your fleet, including
trends, and enables you to focus on individual
speeding events and improve analysis. If you don’t
have time to log in each day to view reports, you can
schedule key reports to be delivered to your fleet
managers’ inbox daily or weekly.

KEY BENEFITS
Monitor driving behavior A view of sophisticated
and highly accurate over speed activity by your
drivers lets you easily monitor and manage
driving behavior to modify and improve driving
over time
Protect your business Maintain and improve
your CSA score
Reduce costs Reduce the cost of collisions and
insurance claims and unsafe driving violations
Support your drivers Help drivers self-manage
with easy-to-read over speed charts available as
they go on and off their shifts, on a tablet, laptop
or pin-up printouts
Save on fuel Reduce fuel consumption by
speeding less – vehicles need more power and
fuel to drive at higher speeds

OVER SPEED DASHBOARD

KEY FEATURES

›› Monitor organizational speeding trends with

metrics that report how the frequency of
speeding is trending over a month or quarter

›› Identify highest over speed locations and

share them in driver coaching, and in your
safety and staff meetings

›› Schedule key reports to be delivered to your
fleet managers’ inbox daily or weekly

›› List of vehicles that have over speed events
by day, month, year

›› Color bar charts that show frequency of
speeding events by vehicle

›› Details of speeding events including location,
date, time and duration

›› Export your reports to PDF and CSV formats

“I love the fact that I can monitor speeds. Keeping our insurance rates down is a priority and we
need to minimize any liability connected with speeding. We have now enforced staying within
posted limits so in the event of an accident there is accurate documentation to track speed.”
Marcie Winters, JW Underground Inc.
Gresham, OR

One end-to-end solution
EROAD truly delivers a best-in-class, advanced fleet reporting solution on a single platform using in-house
expertise to build the best electronic fleet solution available on the market.
EROAD puts everything at your fingertips, saving you time and effort at every turn. You can rely on EROAD’s
powerful set of tools to take control of your tax, compliance, and operational performance – including an FMCSAcompliant ELD, creating a safer work environment for your drivers, and making it easier and faster to accurately
track, manage, and share hours of service.
EROAD. Confidence in every mile.

See www.eroad.com/us/products, or call 1-855-50-EROAD for more information.

